AMT MATADOR AMT 1

MATADOR AMT 1
with integrated fan
Bag filter insert extendable to the front
Based on the system and the installed fan, the built-in fan provides 530 CFM - 2,940 CFM (900 m³/h 5,000 m³/h).
Typical applications include the extraction of grinding machines in the metalworking, woodworking,
foundry and plastics industries. Also for the ventilation of mixers, mixing drums, containers, mills and the
paint and food, chemical, pharmaceutical industry and related industries.
Built for a dust-free world: No more dust deposits inside the filter, in accordance with the ATEX
directives.
Quick change: Thanks to the quick-change system, filters can be replaced within a few minutes.
Functional Description
The »cam« sitting on the motor shaft of the blow-off motor displaces a blow-off cleaning comb,

which accommodates the filter bags in its in-between spaces, in quickly oscillating swinging movements.
This produces a kind of »rug beating effect« where the filter bag is inserted. The suction or pressure
operation can be resumed after completing this cleaning step.
Dust applies itself to the filter bags from the outside. The blow-off process is only introduced after the
suction process is completed, once the crude gas no longer flows through the filtration chamber. The blowoff process takes approx. 20-30 seconds. The integrated fan is put into operation by pressing the »on«
button. The next blow-off phase is initiated by pressing the »off« button. After a brief delay, the blow-off
motor is under voltage and automatically starts again. The next suction cleaning process starts by pressing
the »on« button. Various standard control units are available to regulate the varying control voltages. The
filter elements can be installed vertically; the connections for the crude and pure gas are freely selectable.
The emitted acoustics in the AMT Matador can be reduced to
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